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Abst rac t 
We consider a web server that can provide differentiated services to clients with 
different quality of service (QoS) requirements. The web server can provide 
N > I classes of proportional-delay differentiated services to heterogeneous 
clients. An operator can specify fixed performance spacings between classes, 
namely,『生州 > 1, for z = 1 , . . . , A^  - 1. Requests in class ? + 1 are guaranteed 
to have an average waiting time which is 1/?\乂+1 of the average waiting time of 
class i requests. With PDDS, we can provide consistent performance spacings 
over a wide range of system loading and this simplifies many pricing issues. In 
addition, each client can specify a maximum average waiting time requirement 
to be guaranteed by the PDDS-eriabled web server. We show that, in general, 
the problem of assigning clients to service classes in order to optimize system 
efficacy is NP-complete. We propose two efficient admission control algorithms 
so that a web server can provide the QoS guarantees and, at the same time, 
classify each client to its "lowest" admissible class, resulting in lowest usage 
cost for the admitted client. We also consider how to perform end-point dy-
namic adaptation such that admitted clients can submit requests at a lower 
class and further reduce their usage costs, without violating their QoS require-
ments. We propose two dynamic adaptation algorithms: one is server-based 
and the other is client-based. The client-based adaptation is distributed and 
is based on a non-cooperative game technique. We carry out experiments to 
illustrate the effectiveness of these algorithms under different utility functions 
and traffic arrival patterns (e.g., Poissoii, MMPP, and Pareto). We report 
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Chapter 1 
In t roduct ion 
The Internet is becoming more commercially oriented and businesses are now 
using web servers to disseminate information. Therefore, the effect of access 
latency at web servers has become more important. Conventional web servers 
use a single class approach in serving client requests. This does not provide 
adequate performance when different clients may have different QoS require-
ments and are willing to pay different prices to attain their desired QoS. Hence, 
there is a need to support multiple classes of service at a web server, in order to 
extend network level service differentiation (e.g., the DiffServ model) to true 
eiid-to-end application level service differentiation. 
There are several ways for a web server to provide differentiated services. 
For example, a strict priority policy can be used, in which clients submit 
requests in different priority classes, and the web server always serves the next 
request from the highest priority class that is backlogged. Some drawbacks 
of the strict priority policy are (a) the possibility of starvation for requests in 
the lower priority classes, and (b) the performance spacings between different 
classes are load dependent, introducing pricing complication. For example, 
if a client X is charged at a rate of and another client Y is charged at 
a rate of R2, where R2 > Ri, then Y should expect its performance to be 
proportionately better than that of X (i.e., the performance of Y is R2/R1 
that of A"), regardless of system loading. This type of performance guarantees 
1 
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cannot be easily achieved with a strict priority policy. 
We target a web server which can provide a differentiated service that has 
the following properties: 
• Consistency: service differentiation is consistent (i.e., higher classes re-
ceive better service) and the performance differentiation is independent 
of variations in class load. 
• Controllability: the operator of the web server can specify and control 
the performance spacings between offered classes of service, according to 
the pricing structure. 
Ill [1], the authors propose an Internet service model called proportional-
delay differentiated services, which has the above mentioned consistency and 
controllability properties. In the service model, the performance spacing be-
tween class z + 1 and class i can be specified as a fixed ratio r;州.If this 
ratio can be maintained over a wide range of system loading, then a user of 
class i + 1, who is paying at a rate r;’终i higher than a user of class z, will 
consistently have a performance that is better than the class i user. To 
realize proportional-delay differentiated services, the authors in [1] propose 
to use the time-dependent priorihj (TDP) service discipline in [2j. In [3, 4], 
the authors illustrate the necessary and sufficient conditions under which the 
controllability and consistency properties can be maintained. 
Ill this thesis, we consider proportional-delay differentiated services at a 
web server, say S. S provides waiting time differentiation for N > 1 classes 
of requests. Let Wi be the expected waiting time of class i requests, for i = 
l , . . . , i V . The operator of the web server <S specifies a fixed performance 
spacing 厂 ； 州 > 1 such that 
forz = l , 2 , . . . , 7 V - l . 
For example, if Tj^ j+i = 1.5, then the operator can legitimately charge class 
i + 1 clients a usage rate 50% higher than that of class i clients. In addition to 
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this performance spacing guarantee, each client specifies a maximum average 
waiting time for its requests to be guaranteed by S. We consider the following 
technical issues: 
• Efficient admission control so that S can provide the requested perfor-
mance differentiation and guarantees. 
• Efficient assignment or mapping of client requests into the service classes, 
so that an admitted client's performance requirement can be satisfied. 
參 Dynamic adaptation such that, depending on the server workload, a 
client can assign requests to a lower service class (i.e., lower than the 
class which was initially prescribed at admission control time) and can 
still receive service consistent with its performance requirement. This 
way, a client can pay a lower usage cost while still obtaining satisfactory 
service. 
The structure of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide 
the necessary background of proportional-delay differentiated services. We also 
formulate the problem of admission control, client classification and dynamic 
adaptation. We show that, in general, the client classification problem to 
optimize system efficacy is NP-complete. In Chapter 3, we present two efficient 
admission control algorithms and state their important properties. In Chapter 
4，we present two adaptation algorithms: One is server-based (i.e., a centralized 
algorithm) while the other is client-based (i.e., a distributed algorithm). The 
client-based algorithm is based on a non-cooperative game approach and has a 
low computational complexity. In Chapter 5, we present experimental results 
to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Related work is 
presented in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
Background & Problem 
Formulat ion 
Let us present the background of proportional-delay differentiated services 
(PDDS) [1, 3, 4]. Under PDDS, there are i V � 1 service classes such that class 
i + 1 requests will receive better performance compared with class i requests, 
for i = 1 , . . . , TV - 1. In this work, we consider performance as the average 
waiting time of a client's requests. The waiting time of a request is the time 
the request spends in the server's queue before it receives service. Let Wi 
be the achieved long-term average waiting time of class i requests. A PDDS 
web server tries to guarantee that the ratio of the achieved long-term average 
waiting time between classes i and z + 1 is equal to a fixed and prespecified 
ratio, 'n’i+i, where 
Wi/Wi^, = n 州 for ？： = 1，...，iV - 1 (2.1) 
The objective is to maintain 厂《，{+| > 1 across a wide range of system load-
ing. As nieiitioned, PDDS can be achieved using the time-dependent pri-
ority (TDP) scheduler [1]. In general, TDP is a non-preemptive priority 
scheduling algorithm with a set of control variables k, 1 < i < N, where 
0 < < < • • • < Specifically, if the k-th. request of class i arrives at 
the system at time r^, then its instantaneous priority at time t (for t > t^), 
4 
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Figure 2.1: A two-class TDP where \ < b). 
denoted by r/f (t), is 
q^{t) = ( t - T , ) h i . (2.2) 
To clearly illustrate the concept, we use a two-class TDP as depicted in Figure 
2.1. Assume that the first request of class 1 arrives at time 0 and the first 
request of class 2 arrives at time ti. Both requests remain in the system 
until time 艺 3 . During the time interval (力 1,^2], the class 1 request will have 
a higher priority than the class 2 request. But since the control parameter 
62 is larger than bi, after time 力 〉 亡 2 , the class 2 request will have a higher 
priority. Because of this property, requests in higher classes cannot monopolize 
the system resources and cause the starvation problem. 
Let Ni{t) denote the number of class i requests waiting in the queue at time 
t and qi{t) the priority of the request at the head of the class i queue. When a 
web server S is ready to service a request at time t, it chooses a request from 
class i* where 
= max 仏⑴}. (2.3) 
t=l..N,Ni{t)>0 
Ties for the highest priority are broken by serving the request that has been 
waiting the longest in the system. If there is no request in the system, the 
server is idle and will be activated by any newly arriving request. Note that for 
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the TDP scheduler, a class i request increases in priority at a faster rate than 
requests of any class j, where j < i. In [3, 4], the authors derive the necessary 
arid sufficient conditions for feasible delay ratios (Equation (2.1)). Specifically, 
for a two-class system, if the system loading p satisfies 1 - l /n ,2 < /o < 1, then 
by setting the control parameters = 1 and 62 = p/ip — 1 + ；^)，one can 
achieve the desired waiting time spacing. For a system with more than two 
classes of traffic, the authors give the necessary conditions for feasible spacings, 
and an efficient iterative algoritlim for determining the values of the control 
parameters b.“ i = 1，..., A/". Please refer to [3, 4] for a detailed derivation of 
these parameter values. 
Consider the utility of a PDDS-enabled web server offering, say, video-on-
demand service. In this case, a class i client who wants to access a video will 
experience a smaller start-up latency than a client in class i - 1. In exchange, 
the class i client will be charged at a higher usage rate than the class i - 1 
client. Our focus is on providing fundamental understanding for the design of 
such a PDDS-enabled web server. 
Assume that there are M > 0 potential clients requesting service from 
a PDDS-enabled web server S. Each of these clients can be viewed as an 
aggregation of many individual users (e.g., users from the same company or 
the same network domain). A client, say j , specifies two parameters for its 
desired QoS: 
• XJ^ aT: f s maximum offered traffic rate to the server. 
• VP'了腿：the maximum average waiting time for client j ' s requests before 
service is obtained. 
If a client is admitted to the system and is assigned to class i, the client is 
charged an admission cost of A ,^ where Ai < A2 < • • • < Aj^. S also charges 
a usage cost of for each request in class i, where < 02 < • • • < 4>N-
The problems we want to address are: 
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1. Admission control and class assignment: 
Given the workload and the QoS requirement (H//"^” of client j 
requesting service, should S admit this client, such that the QoS require-
ments of all the admitted clients will be satisfied? Also, when a system 
decides to admit client j , what is the lowest possible class assignment for 
j, such that j will pay the lowest possible usage cost? 
2. Dynamic class adaptation: 
For those admitted clients, their request arrival rates may be less than 
their specified maximum request arrival rates. Therefore, rather than 
use the assigned class obtained during the admission control process, a 
client may choose to submit requests at a lower class. This way, the 
client may enjoy its desired level of service at a reduced usage cost. We 
consider the problem of how each client can adapt to the traffic loading 
at a web server S and adjust its service class dynamically. The main 
challenge is to guarantee that we will not violate the maximum average 
request waiting time required by the client. 
Before we proceed, let us define the following notation. Let M' be the 
number of admitted clients to S. In general, we have M' < M. The ad-
mitted class vector, denoted by C = [Cf, C J , . . . , CJ^/J, represents the class 
assignment of each admitted client after the admission control and class as-
signment process^ . The class assignment for client i is Cf G {1, 2’...，_/V}’ for 
i 二 1 , . . . , M'. After the admission control, an admitted client may dynami-
cally adapt to the loading at S and lower its assigned class. The class vector 
at time t > 0 for all admitted clients is denoted by C[t) = [Ci, C2 , . . . , C似' 
where Cj G {1 , . . . , A/"} is the class chosen by client i. It is easy to observe that 
C(0) = Cr and C[t) < CT for t > 0. The total maximum arrival rate of class 
1 In this thesis, we assume that the system will assign a class value of 0 to those clients 
that the system cannot admit. 
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k, denoted as is: ^ 
M 
K r = x r 工 = k} k = 
Let M,c人：denote the average waiting time of class k requests. Based on the 
conservation law [2], we have: 
N N 
E A : r � = E A r ^ (2-4) 
k=l k=l 
where ty(A) represents the average waiting time that would result if the ag-
gregate traffic were serviced by a work-conserving FCFS server of the same 
capacity as S. Define = 1 and cji = cri_i/ri_i’i for z = 2 , . . . , N. Based on 
Equation (2.1), we have 7�—1“ = ^ a - J ^ a - Therefore 
= � i = i’...，yv. 
Based on the above equation, we can express Wc^  in terms of VVck as: 
Wc, i = l，2，.",7V. (2.5) 
c^k 
Substituting Equation (2.5) into Equation (2.4), we have 
M, N N 
ak i=l i=l 
After rearranging terms, we can express Wc,^ , as 
〜（ E ; L i A � ) H / ( A ) 
H/；, = ' � for k = (2.6 
Let Ui be a function representing the utility of client i. Each client can have 
a different utility function. In this thesis, the utility function we consider has 
a form which is illustrated in Figure 2.2. Let Si be the cost of client i. The net 
2 
— - I Q otherwise 
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Figure 2.2: General form of client's utility function vs. inverse of the waiting 
time 
utility of client i is then (Ui — Si). For the server, the utility is the amount of 
cost paid by all admitted clients, i.e. E 二 Si. Let R be the maintenance cost 
of the server. We define the system efficacy V as the sum of the net utilities 
of all admitted clients and the web server. Our objective is to 
M' M' 
maxV = + 
i—\ i二1 
M丨 
= E w j -
i=l 
s. t. We, < 肌T i = l ’ . . . ’ M ' a n d = (2.7) 
i.e., we seek to maximize the system efficacy V under the constraint that 
the expected waiting time of an admitted client i is less than or equal to its 
QoS requirement PV/"�工.in [5], the authors show that if a request has a utility 
function with the form similar to Figure 2.2, then one needs to apply admission 
control to maximize the system efficacy V. In the following, we show that the 
above optimization problem is NP-complete. 
Theorem 2.1 The constructed optimization problem given in Equation (2.7) 
is NP-complete. 
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Proof: Consider the decision version of the optimization problem in Equation 
(2.7). Assume that (1) there is only 1 service class in the system, so that a 
client is in class 1 if it is admitted and in class 0 otherwise, (2) the maximum 
average waiting time requirements of all clients are the same, and (3) the 
utility function of each client is a constant function. Because of the first two 
restrictions, we can find the maximum arrival rate allowed in the system, say 
Ama:r Now, the question is if there is a class vector C such that the system 
efficacy is larger than a real number V' while the aggregate arrival rate is less 
than A舰. 
Given a class vector C, it can be checked in linear time if the aggregate 
arrival rate is larger than A"""^. The average waiting time can be calculated in 
polynomial time. The system efficacy can then be found by 认（败cj in 
polynomial time. Clearly, the whole process can be done in polynomial time 
arid so the decision problem is in NP. Now, we want to transform the decision 
problem to a known NP-complete KNAPSACK problem. The arrival rate con-
straint is transformed to the size constraint of KNAPSACK. The summation 
of system efficacy is transformed to the summation of values in KNAPSACK. 
Clearly, the transformation can be done in polynomial time. Therefore our 
decision problem is in NP-complete. 
Since the above decision problem is only a decision version of the opti-
mization problem in Equation (2.7) with three restrictions, the optimization 
problem in Equation (2.7) must be in NP-complete. I 
III general, finding the solution to the optimization problem in Equation 
(2.7) can be computationally expensive. A straightforward approach is to 
perform an exhaustive search. The search has a computational complexity of 
+ ill evaluating the expression of Equation (2.6) so as to choose the 
optimal configuration. Since the number of clients M can be very large, the 
computation cost is prohibitive even for a small number of classes N, In the 
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following, we propose two efficient admission control algorithms such that at 
the end of the admission control process, we can determine (1) the clients that 
the web server can admit, and (2) the lowest possible admitted class vector 
C" = [ Q , . . . , CJ^,] for those admitted clients. 
Chapter 3 
Admission Control and 
Resource Provisioning 
In this chapter, we explain how to perform the admission control and the class 
assignment for a PDDS-enabled web server. 
3.1 Admission Control & Class Assignment 
To subscribe service from the server 5, each client has to go through the 
admission control procedure. Each client j will provide the information, A�肌工 
and M,广""工，to the server S. In return, the server S will indicate whether it can 
admit client j or not. If the system can admit client j, it will also notify client 
j of the assigned class index, Cf G {1,. •. As long as client j marks all its 
requests to S in class C", the server S can guarantee that the long term average 
waiting time for client j is less than or equal to the QoS requirement WJ肌工• 
We propose the following two admission control/class assignment algorithms. 
3.2 M a x i m u m Profi t Algori thm (MPA) 
The first algorithm is MPA. The objective is to admit a client having a more 
stringent maximum average waiting time requirement first. The rationale is 
12 
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that if there are two clients i and j with requirements of and VFJ™"工, 
respectively, and 工 < 广"工,it is reasonable to assume client i is willing 
to pay a higher usage cost than client j so as to receive better service. By 
admitting client i, the service provider may obtain a higher profit. The MPA 
algorithm is given as: 
M P A Admiss ion Control 
1. Sort the maximum average waiting time requirement of all clients from 
smallest to largest. After the sorting, we assume client 1 (respectively, 
client M) has the smallest (respectively, largest) maximum average waiting 
time requirement. 
2. Let Q be the set of all admitted clients. Initialize Q = 0 and initialize the 
admitted class vector C® = 0; 
3. for {i = 1 to M) {/* t e s t a l l M c l i e n t s */ 
4. client Cr— 二 C^； satisfied—flag = false; 
5. assign client i in class 1; 
6. while (satisfied—flag = = false) { 
7. compute delay of all clients in based on Eq.(2.6); 
8. if (waiting times of all clients in are satisfied) { 
9. i} = satisfiecLflag-true; } 
10. e lse{/* perform c l a s s upgrade f o r u n s a t i s f i e d c l i e n t s * / 
11. if (there is any unsatisfied client with class equal N) 
/*cannot admit c l i e n t i, r e s t o r e CT"氺/ 
12. C" = C^e—; satisfied-flag = true; 
13. else / * upgrade u n s a t i s f i e d c l i e n t s */ 
14. increase the class of all unsatisfied clients in Q' by 1; 
15. } 
16. } /* t e r m i n a t i o n of while loop */ 
17. } /* t e r m i n a t i o n of f o r loop */ 
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18. return [Vt and C")； 
Let us explain the rationale of the MPA algorithm. Under MPA admission 
control, we test whether we can admit a tagged client (line 3). For this tagged 
client we first assign it to class one (line 5). By adding this client i, we may 
change the waiting times of previously admitted clients. We test whether this 
new additional client will violate the QoS of other clients in O! (line 7). If 
the addition does not violate the QoS of any client, we can admit this tagged 
client i (line 9). On the other hand, if there is any QoS violation and the 
unsatisfied clients are already in class N, this implies that we cannot admit 
the tagged client i (line 11-12). If there is QoS violation and none of the 
unsatisfied clients is in class TV, we can upgrade all the unsatisfied clients by 
one class (line 14) and test whether we can admit the tagged client i again. 
In the following, we present some important properties of the MPA admission 
control algorithm, including the computational complexity, and the property 
that it guarantees an admitted client the minimum class level that can satisfy 
its QoS requirement. 
Lemma 3.1 The MPA admission control has a computational complexity of 
O(NIVP). 
Proof: For the MPA, we have to test whether we can admit each of the M 
clients (line 3). When we test the k-th client, the maximum number of clients 
in is equal to k (line 4). Each of these clients in (V may go through class 
upgrade (line 14) but never class downgrade. Since there are N classes in the 
system, we have to test 0{kN) configurations in the worst case. To test for all 
M clients, we need to test at most kN configurations, which is 0{NIVP). 
• 
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In order to present the properties of MPA admission control, we first need 
to define the following notation and then state some preliminary results. Let 
A = [A:'广,...，A'c^T] be the arrival rate vector of different classes of requests. 
We define Si as a row vector of zero with the i-th entry being one. If a client 
rn changes its requests from class i to class j , where j > z, then the arrival 
rate vector is A = A — AJJ^ -'^ e^  + A^'^^Cj. Let VKcjA) be the average waiting-
time of class k requests under loading A. 
Lemma 3.2 If a client m performs a class upgrade from class i to j ( j > z), 
then > Wc,(A) for all classes k 二 1,2,…，N. 
Proof: Equation (2.6) expresses the average waiting time for each class of 
traffic under a PDDS system. Since ai = 1 and 二 ai—i/n—i’i，we have 
1 二（7i > (72 > . . . �c T / v , and so oi > Gj. When a client m upgrades 
from class i to class j , it is easy to observe that the denominator of Equation 
(2.6) will not increase while the numerator will remain unchanged. Therefore, 
巧 U A ) . • 
Lemma 3.3 If a client m performs a class downgrade from class j to i (i < j), 
then the average waiting times for all classes will not increase. 
Proof: Equation (2.6) expresses the average waiting time for each class of 
traffic under a PDDS system. Since ai = 1 and ui = ai-i/n-i^i, we have 
1 = (7i > (72 > • • • > cta^ , and so (jj > cii. When a client m downgrades 
from class j to class i, we can easily observe that the denominator of Equation 
(2.6) will not decrease while the numerator will remain unchanged. Therefore 
H ^ A ' ) 〜 从 . • 
Definition 3.4 Let C and C' be two class vectors. We say that C > C ' iff 
Ci > C'i and 3 j , where Cj > 
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Definition 3.5 A class vector C is a feasible admitted class vector if the class 
assignment in C can guarantee the maximum average waiting time require-
ments for all admitted clients. 
Definit ion 3.6 A minimum feasible admitted class vector C* is a class vector 
such that there is no other feasible admitted class vector C where C < C*. 
Theorem 3.7 The MPA admission control guarantees that, at the end of 
every stage of testing whether to admit a client, the class vector is always a 
miiiirrmm feasible admitted class vector. 
Proof: Let C^(k) and i}(k) be the admitted class vector and the set of ad-
mitted clients after testing whether we can admit the k-th client. Initially, we 
have C"(0) = [0’...，0] where 0 indicates rejection and ^(0) = 0. We pro-
ceed to prove the theorem by induction. Consider the first client (or k = 1). If 
MPA rejects this client because the system cannot satisfy its QoS requirement, 
= [0 , . . . , ()], which is a minimum class vector. If the system admits this 
client, then because MPA assigns class 1 to the client initially (line 5) and 
upgrades the class one at a time, the resulting admitted client vector C"( l ) is 
obviously a minimum feasible class vector. 
Assume this property holds for A: = i - 1. When the system tries to admit 
the i-th client, there are three cases to consider: 
1. The system can admit client i without changing the class assignment 
in — 1); In this case, since - 1) is a minimum feasible class 
vector and we assign the minimum class to client i (line 5), C"'{i) is the 
minimum admitted class vector for 
2. The system cannot admit client i because there is at least one client in 
i}{i - 1) whose class is in class N (line 11): In this case, client i will 
be rejected and we restore the previous admitted class vector (line 12). 
Therefore, = which is the minimum admitted class vector 
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for Note that in the later stage, we may admit client j where j > i. 
But admitting client j will not make client i admissible. The reasons 
are (1) admitting client j will not decrease the waiting time of clients 
hi - 1), and (2) admitting client j may result in class upgrade for 
clients in - 1). By Lemma 3.2, this will increase the waiting time 
for all clients in i1{i — 1). Since admitting client j will not decrease the 
waiting time of clients in Q(i - 1)，if client i was not admissible, it will 
not become admissible after the system has admitted client j. 
3. There are L > 1 unsatisfied clients in - 1) but none of them is in 
class N (line 13): In this case, the MPA will simultaneously upgrade the 
class of all these L unsatisfied clients by one (line 14). Note that we do 
not need to upgrade the class of each unsatisfied client sequentially. The 
reason is that if we upgrade one of these clients to a higher class, we in-
crease the waiting time of all clients according to Lemma 3.2. Therefore, 
if we cannot satisfy the QoS of the L clients initially, a class upgrade 
of a subset of these clients will not make the remaining clients satisfi-
able. Therefore, we can simply perform a class upgrade of the L clients 
simultaneously. After the class upgrade, some of these clients may still 
be unsatisfied, in which case we repeat the process until we reach case 1 
or case 2 above. Since we perform class upgrade incrementally, the re-
sulting admitted class vector C°'{i) is a minimum feasible class vector. I 
Remark: The implication of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.7 is that not only we 
have a computationally efficient admission control algorithm, but the resulting 
admitted vector C® is also a minimum feasible class vector. Therefore, we can 
ensure that we can provide QoS guarantees to all admitted clients and, at the 
same time, not overcharge these clients by assigning them to higher classes 
than needed. 
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The MPA algorithm assumes that a client with a tighter QoS requirement 
(i.e., smaller maximum average waiting time) is more willing to pay a higher 
cost for the web service. On the other hand, a web server operator may want to 
maximize the number of admitted clients so as to popularize the web service. 
In this case, we propose the following admission control algorithm. 
3.3 M a x i m u m Admission Algori thm (MAA) 
The second admission control algorithm is the MAA. The objective is to ad-
mit as many clients as possible into the web server. The rationale is that by 
admitting more clients, the web service will be more popular and the content 
provider will be able to charge more and generate more profit in the long run. 
Under MAA, we try to admit those clients with a less stringent QoS reqiiire-
ment (i.e., large maximum average waiting time) first. The MAA algorithm is 
given as: 
M A A Admiss ion Control 
1. Sort the maximum average waiting time requirement of all clients from 
largest to smallest. If there is a tie, sort clients based on the maximum 
arrival rate from smallest to largest. Assume that client 1 (respectively, 
client M) has the largest (respectively, smallest) maximum average waiting 
time requirement. 
2. Let Vl be the set of all admitted clients. Initialize、飞=迅 and the admitted 
class vector C " = 0; 
3. for (z = 1 to M) { /* t e s t a l l M c l i e n t s */ 
4. n ' = n [ j client i] CTtemp = satisfied—flag = false; 
5. assign client i to class 1; 
6. while (satisfied-flag = = false) { 
7. compute delay of all clients in based on Eq.(2.6); 
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8. if (waiting times of all clients in are satisfied) { 
9. = r^'; satisfied—flag=true; } 
10. e lse{ /* perform c lass upgrade for unsat i s f i ed c l i e n t s * / 
11. if (there is any unsatisfied client with class equal N) { 
" c a n ' t admit c l i e n t z, r e s t o r e C * / 
12. C" = satisfied-flag = true; 
rnin_arrival_rate=arrival rate of client i; 
i* = i]i = M;} 
13. else /* upgrade unsat i s f i ed c l i en t s */ 
14. increase the class of all unsatisfied client in by 1; 
15. } 
16. } /* termination of while loop */ 
17. } /* termination of for loop */ 
/* test whether we can admit client i* + 1 to M */ 
18. for (?； = i*-\-l to M) { 
19. if (arrival rate of client i < miri_arrival_rate) { 
20. n' =n\J client i； C二 = C"; satisfied—flag = false; 
21. assign client i to class 1； 
22. while (satisfied—flag = = false) { 
23. compute delay of all clients in based on Eq.(2.6); 
24. if (waiting times of all clients in are satisfied) { 
25. n = satisfied_flag=true; } 
26. e lse{ /* perform c lass upgrade for unsat i s f i ed c l i e n t s * / 
27. if (there is any unsatisfied client with class equal TV) { 
/ * c a n ' t admit c l i e n t i, r e s t o r e 
28. C" = satisfied—flag = true; 
min_arrival_rate = arrival rate of client z;} 
29. else /* upgrade unsat i s f i ed c l i en t s */ 
30. increase the class of all unsatisfied client in by 1; 
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31. } 
32. } /* termination of while loop */ 
33. } /* termination for i f loop */ 
34. } /* termination of for loop */ 
35. return (Q and C")； 
Let lis explain the rationale of the MAA algorithm. Under MAA admission 
control, we test whether we can admit a tagged client (line 3). For this tagged 
client i, we first assign it to class one (line 5). By adding this tagged client 
i, we may change the waiting times of previously admitted clients. We test 
whether this new additional client will violate the QoS of other clients in Q' 
(line 7). If the addition does not violate the QoS of any client, we can admit 
this tagged client i (line 9). On the other hand, if there is any QoS violation 
and the unsatisfied clients are already in class iV, this implies that we cannot 
admit the tagged client i (line 11-12). If there is QoS violation and none of the 
unsatisfied clients is in class TV, we can upgrade all these unsatisfied clients by 
one class (line 14) and test whether we can admit the tagged client i again. 
Once we find the first client that we cannot admit (we call this client ?;*), 
we go to the second phase of the algorithm by testing whether we can admit 
the remaining clients (clients f + 1 to M). Because of the initial sorting, 
the remaining clients will have a maximum average waiting time requirement 
smaller than or equal to that of client i*. Therefore, we can do much pruning 
by skipping those clients whose arrival rates are larger than the arrival rate 
of client i* because the server S cannot admit these clients for sure. In the 
following, we present some important properties of the MAA admission control: 
its coiiiputational complexity and the property of guaranteeing an admitted 
client the ininiiniirn service class for its QoS requirement. 
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Lemma 3.8 MAA admission control has a computational complexity of O{NAP). 
Proof: Under the MAA, we have to test whether we can admit each of the M 
clients (lines 3). The algorithm is divided into two phases, (a) lines 3 - 1 7 and 
(b) lines 18 — 34. In the first phase, when we test whether we can admit the 
A;-th client, the number of clients in Q' is equal to k. Each of these clients in 
may go through class upgrade (line 14) but never class downgrade. Since 
there are N classes in the system, we have to test 0{kN) configurations in 
the worst case. The end of the first phase is signaled by an unsatisfied client 
ill class N (line 11-12). There are at most M clients to be tested in the first 
phase. We need to test at most 九configurations, which is O(NM^). 
When the unsatisfied client (we call this client i*) is found in the first phase, 
its arrival rate is marked so that we can perform pruning in the second phase. 
In the second phase, a user will be tested only if its arrival rate is less than 
the arrival rate of client i*. We can perform this pruning because for client 
j > we have < (due to initial sorting) and if 薦 > ^he 
server S cannot admit client j for sure. If client j has a smaller arrival rate 
than client the maximum number of clients in is equal to j , and each 
of these clients in Q' may go through class upgrade (line 30) but never class 
downgrade. Since there are N classes in the system, we have to test O(jN) 
configurations in the worst case. As there are at most M clients to be tested 
in second phase, we need to test at most X^lJli kN configurations, which is 
0{NM'^). Therefore, the worst case computational complexity is 0(NM'^) for 
the MAA algorithm. I 
Theorem 3.9 MAA admission control guarantees that, at the end of every 
stage of testing whether to admit a client, the class vector is always a minimum 
feasible admitted class vector. 
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Proof : Let C"(/c) and be the admitted class vector and the set of ad-
mitted clients after testing whether we can admit the k-th client. Initially, we 
have C"(0) = [0，…，0] where 0 indicates rejection and 17(0) = 0. We pro-
ceed to prove the theorem by induction. Consider the first client (or k — 1). If 
MAA rejects this client because the system cannot satisfy its QoS requirement, 
C"( l ) = [0’.. . ’ 0]，which is a minimum class vector. If the system admits this 
client, then because MAA assigns class 1 to this client initially (line 5) and 
upgrades its class by one at a time, the resulting admitted client vector 
is obviously a minimimi feasible class vector. 
Assume the property holds for k — z - l . When the system tries to admit the 
'i-th client, we divide the process into two phases: The first phase corresponds 
to lines 3—17 while the second phase corresponds to lines 18 — 34. 
In the first phase, there are three cases to consider: 
1. The system can admit client i without changing the class assignment 
in i}{i — 1); In this case, since - 1) is a minimum feasible class 
vector and we assign the minimum class to client i (line 5), C"'{i) is the 
mhiirmmi admitted class vector for 
2. The system cannot admit client i because there is at least one client 
in Vl�i - 1) whose class is in class N (line 11): In this case, client i 
will be rejected and we restore the previous admitted class vector (line 
12). Therefore, C"(z) = C"'(i — 1) which is the minimum admitted class 
vector for Note that in the later stage, we may admit client j , where 
j > i. But admitting client j will not make client i to be admissible. The 
reasons are (1) admitting client j will not decrease the waiting time of 
clients in - 1), and (2) admitting client j may result in class upgrade 
for the clients in - 1). By Lemma 3.2, this will increase the waiting 
time for all clients in ^(z - 1). Since admitting client j will not decrease 
the waiting times of clients in Q(i — 1), if client i was not admissible, it 
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will not become admissible after the system has admitted client j. 
3. There are L > I unsatisfied clients in Q(i - 1) but none of them is in 
class N (line 13): In this case, the MAA will simultaneously upgrade the 
class of all these L unsatisfied clients by one (line 14). Note that we do 
not need to upgrade the class of each unsatisfied client sequentially. The 
reason is that if we upgrade one of these clients to a higher class, we in-
crease the waiting time of all clients according to Lemma 3.2. Therefore, 
if we cannot satisfy the QoS of the L clients initially, a class upgrade of 
a subset of these clients will not make the remaining clients to be satisfi-
able. Therefore, we can simply perform a class upgrade of the L clients 
simultaneously. After the class upgrade, some of these clients may still 
be unsatisfied, in which case we repeat the process until we reach case 
1 or case 2 above. Since we perform class upgrade incrementally, the 
resulting admitted class vector is a minimum feasible class vector. 
Hence, the resulting admitted client vector is a minimum feasible class vector 
after the first phase. In the second phase, we have to consider two cases: 
1. > minimum_arrivaLrate: In this case, there must be a last-rejected 
client, say k. Because of the sorting on the maximum average waiting 
time requirement, we have < Noting that clients can only 
do class upgrade but not downgrade, we only need to prove a class vector 
is infeasible for n(k - l ) | J i if it is infeasible for n(k). 
Since 工 > rniiiirniim_arrival_rate, by equation (2.6), the average wait-
ing time of all classes must be increased or remain unchanged. As it is not 
a feasible class vector for client k� the re must be at least one client that is 
not satisfied with its waiting time requirement. If that unsatisfied client 
is client k, then client i must also be unsatisfied due to < 
If that unsatisfied client is another client I (where I + k), then client 
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/ is also unsatisfied since its requirement remains unchanged while the 
waiting time increases. 
2. Af""^  < minimum.arrivaLrate: In this case, the MAA will test whether 
client i can be accepted by the system. As the procedure is just as in 
the first phase, the proof of correctness is similar to the one for the first 
phase. 
Hence, the resulting admitted client vector is a minimum feasible class vector 
after the second phase. We will present the performance of these two admis-
sion control algorithms in Chapter 5. I 
Chapter 4 
Dynamic Class Adapta t ion 
Based on the admission control algorithms proposed in Chapter 3, the PDDS-
enabled web server S can provide QoS guarantees to all the admitted clients. In 
other words, the expected waiting time of each client is guaranteed to be upper 
bounded by its specified maximum average waiting time. One important point 
to observe is that the admission control is carried out based on the maximum 
arrival rate specified by each client. It is possible that the average arrival rate 
of the admitted client is less than or equal to its specified maximum arrival 
rate. Let Xj denote the average arrival rate of the admitted client j . If 
M' M' 
j=i i=i 
it implies that there is an opportunity for an admitted client, say j , to submit 
requests to the PDDS-enabled web server S with a class value which is less 
than Cj and still able to attain its QoS requirement (i.e., the average waiting 
time is less than M,广”.In this chapter, we propose two dynamic adaptation 
algorithms so that the admitted clients can dynamically adapt to the system 
loading at S. 
Before we present these two dynamic adaptation algorithms, let us present 
the general framework wherein the PDDS-enabled web server S can measure 
the necessary iiifonnatiori and send feedback control information back to all 
admitted clients. Figure 4.1 illustrates the general framework. Assume that 
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Figure 4.1: General framework for server S to collect statistics and send feed-
back control back to clients. 
the server S has completed the admission control process (either via MPA or 
MAA) at time t = 0. Each admitted client will submit requests to S based 
on its class assignment in C . For every measurement window of length T, 
the server S measures the request arrival rates. At the end of each period, the 
server S either sends back a new class vector C to all the admitted clients, 
or sends back the arrival statistics to all the admitted clients, who can then 
perform their own class adaptation. 
4.1 Central ized Approach: Server-Based Dy-
namic Adap ta t ion (SBDA) 
Under server-based adaptation, the web server estimates the arrival rate of 
each client within a measurement window, and then computes a new class 
vector for each admitted client at the end of the measurement period. The 
new class assignment will be sent to each admitted client. Each admitted client 
can then submit requests to the PDDS-enabled web server in a class range that 
is between the new class value and the original admitted class value. 
Formally, let C (riT) denote the class vector at the end of the n-th measure-
ment period. We have C(0) = the initial class vector after the admission 
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control process. Within a measurement window, the server S estimates the 
arrival rate of client j. Let Nj(nT) be the number of requests submitted by 
client j during the n-th measurement period. The estimated arrival rate of 
client j at the end of this measurement period is: 
^ NJnT) , , � 
= j = l’2”..，i\^'. (4.1) 
To generate a new class vector C(nT), the server can use either the MPA or 
the MAA algorithm described in the previous chapter. Once the new class 
vector is computed, the server S sends the new class value Cj(nT) to client j , 
Upon receiving the new class value, the client j can choose to tag the 
request in class C； where Cj{nT) < C* < Cf. Here, we consider that a 
client j will initially tag its requests as Cj(nT). During the process of request 
submission, client j also estimates its waiting time. If it is more than the 
maximum average waiting time requirement M/J丽，then client j will upgrade 
its requests by one class. The maximum class value that class j can tag its 
requests is Cf. Note that if the estimated average waiting time is less than 
M/严，then client j will not perform any class downgrade and will continue 
to submit requests based on the ciirrent class value. This way, client j can 
reduce its usage cost for S. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example in which client j 
performs a class upgrade at instants n,7"2,T"3, and T4. 
We like to stress two important points here: 
• First, Cj{nT) is guaranteed to be less than or equal to Cf. The reason is 
that the original class vector C(0) (or C") was computed based on the 
"maximum" arrival rate of each admitted client. Since the arrival rates 
of all admitted clients within the measurement period are less than or 
equal to their niaximinri arrival rates, the resulting class vector C{nT) 
is guaranteed to be less than or equal to 
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Figure 4.2: Class adaptation by client j within a measurement period. 
• Secondly, if client j tags its requests in class Cj, j is assured that its 
requests will definitely satisfy its QoS requirement. 
The procedure of SBDA is given as: 
SBDA Algorithm 
1. for (z = 1 to M') {/* t e s t a l l M' c l i e n t s */ 
2. C； = 
3. } /* •terminaLtion of f o r loop */ 
4. finish = FALSE; 
nu in .series = 0; 
compute delay of all classes using C'; 
5. while (finish = = FALSE) { 
6. for (i = 1 to M') {/* t e s t a l l M' c l i e n t s */ 
7. nuin_senes++; 
8. i f ( C ; > l ) { 
9. if (〜一 1 < H™^') { 
10. c； - C； - 1; 
riuin_series = 1; 
compute delays of all classes using C' ； } 
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11. } 
12. if (num_series = = M') { 
13. finish = TRUE; } 
14. } /* terminatioii of for loop */ 
15. } / * termination of while loop */ 
16. return (C'); 
If the future arrival rates of all admitted clients will not change, the SBDA 
can find the minimum feasible admitted class vector. The SBDA assigns each 
client i to Cf first. Every client then tries to do class downgrade sequentially. 
If a client finds the average waiting time of class C[_i where i - 1 > 1 can 
still satisfy its maximum average waiting time requirement, the client will 
perform class downgrade. When all admitted clients stop downgrading, the 
process terminates. The class vector C' computed satisfies the waiting time 
requirements of all admitted clients, and allow them to submit at the lowest 
possible class. In the following, we present some important properties of the 
SBDA. 
Theorem 4 .1 If the future arrival rates of all admitted clients will not change, 
the class vector computed in SBDA satisfies the waiting time requirements of 
all admitted clients, and these clients will submit at the lowest possible class. 
Proof: When a client tests if it needs to perform a class downgrade (line 8-9), 
there are only 2 possibilities. Either (1) it moves to one class lower if it finds 
that its QoS requirement can be satisfied in the lower class, or (2) it remains 
in the same class if the requirement cannot be satisfied in the lower class. In 
case (1)，when a client performs a class downgrade, the average waiting time 
of other classes will not increase by Lemma 3.3. Hence, no user needs to per-
form class upgrade. In case (2), when a client remains in the same class, this 
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causes no change to the average waiting times of other classes and so no client 
needs to do class upgrade. Therefore, the waiting time requirements of all the 
admitted clients are guaranteed. • 
Lemma 4.2 The SBDA has a computational complexity of 0(NM''^). 
Proof: In worst case, for a loop of M' clients, there is only one client needs 
to perforin a class downgrade. As there are M' clients and N classes, the 
iriaxirniim number of class downgrade is NM' . Therefore, the worst case com-
putation complexity is ( ) � N M ' � . I 
There are some major drawbacks about the server-based dynamic adapta-
tion approach. For example, it is computationally expensive to estimate the 
arrival rate of each admitted client in Equation (4.1). Another disadvantage is 
that the server S needs to send the new class value C{nT) to each admitted 
client, which implies that the server needs to perform M' operations to reach 
all the admitted clients. On the other hand, the advantage of the SBDA ap-
proach is that the new class vector C{nT) is very precise. If there is no major 
change in the future workload, then each admitted client will pay the lowest 
usage cost and still be able to receive service within its QoS requirement. 
4.2 Dis t r ibu ted & Game-Theoret ic Approach: 
Client-Based Dynamic Adapta t ion (CBDA) 
The SBDA algorithm can be computationally expensive, both in tracking the 
arrival rates of all M' clients and in sending the new class vector to all the 
clients. We propose an alternative client-based dynamic adaptation algorithm 
(CBDA), which is a distributed adaptation algorithm wherein each client can 
choose the appropriate class in submitting its requests. 
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Unlike the SBDA algorithm, the web server S does not need to track the 
arrival rate of each admitted client, but rather, estimate the arrival rates of 
individual classes of requests. Therefore, rather than track M' variables as 
in SBDA, CBDA only tracks N variables. Since N « this results in a 
major saving for the computation overhead. Let Tck�n be the interarrival time 
between the ( n - l)-th and the n-th requests in class k. We use an exponential 
weighted time average method to estimate Ac^  (n), the arrival rate of class k 
at the n-th request arrival. The estimation is 
Ac“n) = (l — a ) y l c “ n - l ) + c r ( r c M ) - i /c = l，...,iV (4.2) 
where 0 < a < 1. At the end of each measurement period, the web server 
S rnulticasts this class vector Ac =[入ci,入C2 ’...,入cw 1 to all the M' admitted 
clients. 
A 
Each client, upon receiving the new class vector Ac, can determine the 
minimum class for its future requests. To illustrate, consider that client j 
/S A 
receives Ac from the server S. Let Aj’c(. be the class k traffic rate submitted 
by client j in the previous measurement period. Then, the traffic rate vector 
of client j in the previous measurement period is Xj = [Aj,cn . . . , • 
Upon receiving A � c l i e n t j executes the following code: 
Adaptat ion algorithm for client j 
/*compute rate from previous round*/ 
1. Let \ j = J2k=i hck'^ 
2. for (k = 1 to C f ) { 
3. /* try new rate vector A* in c lass k */ 
A A ~ 
4. A* = Ac - \ j + XjEk] 
5. Based on Eq.(2.6) and A*, compute delay for client j ; 
6. if (computed delay < 腿） 
7. selected_class = k] k = Cj] 
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8. } /* terminate for loop */ 
9. return (selected—class); 
Lemma 4.3 The CBDA has a computational complexity of 0{N) for each 
client. 
Proof: Since an admitted client j only needs to test from class 1 to class Cj, 
and Cj is upper bounded by N, so the worst case computation complexity for 
an admitted client is 0{N). I 
III other words, client j tries to maximize its utility by finding the lowest 
class such that the average waiting time is less than or equal to the maximum 
average waiting time requirement, 工.In essence, this is a non-cooperative 
game problem in which distributed optimization is performed by each client. 
For an introduction to the basic concepts of game theory, please refer to [6 . 
We assume that clients ignore how they influence the class adaptation of other 
clients when optimizing their own utility. This simplifying assumption cor-
responds to the standard competitive price taking assumption of economic 
theory. Also, the above assumption can be justified when 
1. The traffic loading of an individual client is considered to be small, as 
compared to the overall traffic loading at the web server, so that the class 
adaptation by a client is considered to be negligible. 
2. It is impractical or computationally expensive for a client to determine 
how to perform class adaptation based on all the other clients' class 
adaptation decisions. 
There are several important properties of the CBDA algorithm, as follows: 
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• Guaranteed termination: Each client j searches for the lowest suit-
able class, from class 1 to Cf. In the worst case, the algorithm will ter-
minate when the class is equal to Cj , which is the assigned class during 
the admission control process. The reason is that the admission control 
decision was made based on the specified maximum arrival rates for all 
clients. Therefore, if client j is admitted, by selecting its class equal to 
Cj , we can guarantee that the QoS requirement of client j will be met. 
• Low computational complexity: Unlike the SBDA approach where 
the server has to track the arrival rates of all M' clients and then re-
compute a new class vector (in essence, re-execute the admission control 
algorithm), the workload under the CBDA approach is distributed among 
all the clients. The server S only needs to track the arrival rates for N 
classes and class adaptation is carried out by the individual clients. If 
some clients do not want to perform class adaptation, they can simply 
ignore this optimization step. 
Of course, one can argue that the adaptation based on the SBDA algorithm is 
more precise than the CBDA algorithm because it uses all available information 
(i.e., arrival rates of all clients) in making an adaptation decision. We illustrate 
the performance difference between the two algorithms in the next chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Per formance Evaluation 
In this chapter, we compare the performance of the MPA and MAA admis-
sion control algorithms. We also present performance results for the SBDA 
and CBDA adaptation algorithms under various settings. For example, differ-
ent arrival rates under Poissori, MMPP and Pareto arrival process, different 
waiting time spacing ratios (i.e., ？v+i), different utility functions, . . . etc. 
5.1 Exper iment 1: Comparison of M P A and 
M A A Admission Control 
In this experiment, we compare the performance of the MPA and MAA algo-
rithms. Ill particular, the performance metrics that we are interested are (1) 
the number of admitted clients M', (2) the admitted arrival rates of different 
classes, (3) the achieved waiting times for different classes of requests, and 
(4) the achieved system efficacy. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that the 
service times of all the requests are exponentially distributed with mean equal 
to unity. The aggregate request rate from all clients is modeled as a Poisson 
process with rate A .^ Note that A^  is the workload before the admission control 
procedure. The PDDS-enabled web server supports N = 3 classes of requests 
arid their waiting time differentiations are ri’2 = 1.4,7.2,3 = 1-4. 
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# of clients MPA M A A 
M = 1, OOP M' = 497 = 832 : 
M 2, OOP ~ W = 993 M' = 1,663 
M = 5,000 M' = 2,479 M' = 4,155 
Table 5.1: MPA vs. MAA for the number of admitted clients M'. 
5.1.1 Experiment l .A 
We vary the number of potential clients that want to access the server S to 
be M=1()00, 2000, and 5000. The maximum average waiting time require-
ments of these clients are drawn uniformly between [1.5, 5.5] seconds and the 
aggregate request rate A^  is set to one. Since this arrival rate can saturate 
the system {p = 1), it is necessary for us to perform admission control. Table 
5.1 illustrates the total number of admitted clients M' for the MPA and MAA 
algorithms under different values of M. We can see that MAA can admit 
more clients because this algorithm tries to admit clients with less stringent 
maximum average waiting time requirements first. This also indicates that, if 
the admission cost is fixed on a per class basis, it makes sense to use the MAA 
algorithm so as to maximize the total admission revenue. 
class # MPA M i X " f 
class 3 —— 
A,. = 0.5 class 2 —---- —— 
class 1 0.500 0 . 5 0 ^ 
class 3 0.058 O.Q58"~[ 
Ar = 0.75 class 2 1 . 1 3 8 0.138 —   
class 1 0.554 
class 3 1.145 0.188=  
A；. = 1.0 class 2 —0.189 Q.23"3~  
class 1 0.432 0 . 4 0 ” 
Table 5.2: MPA vs. MAA: arrival rates of different classes. Note that for 
= 0.5, all clients are assigned to class 1. 
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class • MPA MAA 
class 3 —— —— 
class 2 — —— 
A,, = class 1 1.008 (2.000,9.991) 1.008 (2.000,9.991) 
0.5 ri.’2  
^2,3 
class 3 1.701 (2.000,2.378) 1.701 (2.000,2.378) 
class 2 2.381 (2.387,3.331) 2.381 (2.387,3.331) 
入 = class 1 3.334 (3.336,9.991) 3.334 (3.336,9.991) 
0.75 ri’2 ri,2 = 1.4 ri’2 = 1.4 
7'2,3 ^2,3 = 1.4 ^2,3 二 1.4 
class 3 2.000 (2.000,2.788) 2.950 (2.982,4.119) 
class 2 2.800 (2.802,3.916) 4.130 (4.133,5.776) 
入r = class 1 3.920 (3.926,7.192) 5.782 (5.790,9.991) 
1.0 ri’2 ri’2 = 1.4 ri’2 = 1.4 
7-2,3 r 2 , 3 二 1 . 4 厂2’3 = 1.4 
Table 5.3: MPA vs. MAA: achieved average waiting times of different classes. 
The numbers in parenthesis indicate the two extremes (i.e., the most stringent 
and the least stringent) of the maximum waiting time requirements of the 
admitted clients in that particular class. 
5.1.2 Experiment l .B 
We set the number of potential clients M to 1000. We vary the aggregate 
request arrival rate Aj. as 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. The maximum average waiting 
time requirements of all clients are drawn uniformly between [2’ 10] seconds. 
Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 illustrate that, after the admission control and client 
classification, the arrival rates and the achieved waiting times of the 3 classes of 
requests. From Table 5.2, we observe that at low and moderate workload (e.g., 
A,. 二 0.5 or 0.75), both the MPA and MAA can effectively assign clients to the 
appropriate class so that these admitted clients will pay the lowest possible 
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usage cost. For example, at low workload (A^ = 0.5), both algorithms assign 
all clients to class 1 (therefore, it becomes single queue scheduling). Under 
single queue scheduling, the achieved waiting time will be less than the maxi-
riiuiri waiting time requirements of all clients. When the system is under high 
workload (A^ = 1), MPA and MAA can filter out those clients whose maxi-
rriuni average waiting time requirements are unrealizable and classify admitted 
clients to the lowest admissible class. 
Table 5.3 depicts the achieved waiting times for different classes under the 
MPA and MAA algorithms. The numbers in parenthesis indicate the two 
extremes (i.e., the most stringent and the least stringent) of the maximum 
average waiting time requirements of the admitted clients in that particular 
class. For example, under \ = 0.5 and MPA, the most stringent (least 
stringent) maximum average waiting time requirement is 2.000 (9.991) seconds 
and the achieved waiting time is 1.008 seconds. From Table 5.3，we observe 
that both the MPA and MAA algorithms can effectively classify clients to the 
lowest admissible classes so that their QoS can be satisfied. At the same time, 
the achieved waiting time ratio is equal to the specified ratio of ？^州=1.4 . 
5.1.3 Experiment l .C 
We compare the effectiveness of the MPA and MAA algorithms under different 
waiting time spaciiigs. We vary the waiting time spacing r ^ ^ i to be 1.3, 1.4 
and 1.5. The aggregate request arrival rate is A” = 1.0 and the maximum 
average waiting time requirements of the clients are drawn uniformly from 
2.0, 5.0] seconds. From Table 5.4，we observe that both the MPA and the 
MAA algorithms can effectively classify clients to the lowest admissible classes 
so that their QoS requirements are satisfied. At the same time, the achieved 
waiting time ratio is very close to the specified waiting time ratio 
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class # MPA MAA 
class 3 2.000 (2.000,2.597) 2.502 (2.512,3.245) 
class 2 2.600 (2.600,3.377) 3.253 (3.255,4.227) 
class 1 3.380 (3.382,3.772) 4.229 (4.230,4.997) 
=1.3 1.300 1.300 
W2/W3 1.300 1.300 
class 3 1.556 (2.000,2.174) 1.881 (2.527,2.628) 
class 2 2.178 (2.179,3.044) 2.633 (2.634,3.683) 
rxi+i class 1 3.049 (3.050,3.743) 3.686 (3.687,4.997) 
=1.4 W1/W2 1.400 1.400 
W2/Ws 1.400 1.400 
class 3 1.338 (2.000,2.002) — 
class 2 2.007 (2.007,3.005) 2.484 (2.533,3.722) 
7Xi+\ class 1 3.011 (3.011,3.733) 3.725 (3.726,4.997) 
二 1.5 Wi/W2 1.500 — 
W2/W3 1.500 1.500 
Table 5.4: MPA vs. MAA: achieved waiting times of different classes under 
different waiting time spacings ？‘主州.The numbers in parenthesis indicate the 
two extremes (i.e., the most stringent and the least stringent) of the maximum 
waiting time requirements of the admitted clients in that particular class. 
5.1.4 Experiment l .D 
This experiment illustrates the effect of utility function on the system efficacy. 
The usage cost of each class corresponds to the waiting time ratio; e.g., if 
/•],2 = 1.4, the usage costs of classes 1 and 2 are 1.0 and 1.4, respectively. The 
general form of utility function is 
[ / ( A , B , C , D , w t ) = D x + B (5.1) 
where wt is the achieved waiting time of the client, and A, B,C,D are the 
utility function parameters. (The detailed description of these parameters are 
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utility function MPA M A A 
U1 1311.930 1429.809 
ri，2 = 1.3 U2 1344.348 1466.720 
r2，3 二 1.4 U3 1293.506 1417.253 
U4 1098.027 1115.817 
U1 1315.466 1432.379 
ri,2 = 1.4 U2 1350.890 1469.881 
7-2,3 = 1.5 U3 1299.807 1420.757 
U4 1101.362 1120.585 
U1 1313.554 1439.298 
ri，2 = 1.5 U2 1350.200 1470.294 
r2，3 = 1.6 U3 1299.550 1422.468 
U4 1101.542 1127.962 
Table 5.5: MPA vs. MAA: system efficacy under different utility functions 
and waiting time spacings 厂；州. 
presented in Appendix A). The number of potential clients M is set to 1000. 
The aggregate request arrival rate A,’ is 1.2. The maximum average waiting 
time requirements of clients are drawn uniformly between [6, 20] seconds. Table 
5.5 illustrates the system efficacy of admitted clients for the MPA and MAA 
algorithms with different utility functions. First, we compare the effect of 
sensitivity of waiting time on system efficacy. Utility templates Ul, U2, and 
U3 have the same average utility and maximum increase in utility, but Ul 
is twice as sensitive on waiting time as U2, while U2 is twice as sensitive 
as U3. We see that the system efficacy is the largest in U2 both for MPA 
and MAA. But MAA always give a larger system efficacy than MPA. For the 
comparison between utility templates Ul and U4 (both Ul and U4 have the 
same sensitivity and average utility, but Ul has a larger maximum increase in 
utility than U4), we see that the decrease of system efficacy in MAA is larger 
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than that in MPA. Hence, the "maximum increase in utility" parameter seems 
to have a larger effect on MAA than MPA. 
5.1.5 Experiment l .E 
MPA M A A Exhaustive Search 
ri-2 = 1-3 N = 3, M = 13 12.272 15.075 15.324 
7-2,3 = 1-4 N = 3, M = 15 13.681 17.048 17.708 
TV = 4, 71// = 13 12.272 15.075 15.324 
ri,2 = 1.4 N = 3, M = 13 12.272 15.075 15.378 
r2,3 = 1.5 N = 3, M = lb 13.518 17.035 17.848 
iV = 4, M = 13 12.272 15.075 15.378 
7-1,2 - 1.5 N = 3，M = 13 12.272 15.075 15.414 
r2,3 = 1-6 N = 3, M = lb 14.018 17.195 17.905 
N = M 二 13 12.272 15.075 15.414 
Table 5.6: MPA, MAA vs. exhaustive search: system efficacy under different 
number of priority classes, potential clients and waiting time spacings r讲 i . 
We compare the effectiveness of MPA and MAA algorithms with exhaustive 
search under different number of priority classes, potential clients and waiting 
time spacings. The aggregate request arrival rate is A,. = 1.0 and the max-
imum average waiting time requirements of the clients are drawn uniformly 
from [6.0,20.0] seconds. Table 5.6 illustrates the system efficacy of admit-
ted clients for the MPA, MAA algorithms and exhaustive search with utility 
template Ul. From Table 5.6, we observe that both the MPA and the MAA 
algorithms can effectively classify clients to obtain a system efficacy close to 
the optimal solution. In this experiment, MAA algorithm performs better than 
MPA algorithm because the utility functions of clients are drawn according to 
the rationale of MAA. 
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5.2 Exper iment 2: Necessity for Adapta t ion 
1 1 1 1 r -
Class 3 client  
4Q - _ … . � � • • Class 2 client • 
�� Requirement of the tagged Class 1 client Class 1 client  
16 = ^ = 
'o^^ _ Requirement of the tagged Class 2 client 




.E Requirement of the tagged Class 3 client. r ： \ ： 
0) ~ • 




e Waiting time under FCFS 
(or assign all clients to class 1 ) � 
0 ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 
0 10 20 g 30 40 50 
Simulation Time (10 s) 
Figure 5.1: Waiting times for 3 different clients wherein the aggregated work-
load is only half of the maximum specification 
In this experiment, we illustrate the necessity to perform class adaption. 
Consider the scenario wherein after the admission control at t = 0, all admitted 
clients only submit requests to the PDDS-enabled web server at rates which 
are only 70% of their maximum arrival rates (or A严 ) .F igure 5.1 depicts the 
waiting times of three "tagged" clients from each of the three classes as well as 
their rnaxiiriurn average waiting time requirements. Each point of the plot is 
the average waiting times of the previous 200 requests of the tagged client. As 
we can observe, rather than enforce each client to submit requests based on the 
assigned class, we can simply serve all requests in the system based on a FCFS 
policy. Ill other words, if all clients submit requests in class 1, the system 
can still satisfy all their QoS requirements. This illustrates the necessity of 
dynamic adaptation. Because the instantaneous workload at the server S is 
less than the maximum specified workload, if there is class adaptation, different 
clients can pay a lower usage cost while still satisfying their QoS. 
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Class 3 client  
18 • Requirement of the "tagged"Class 1 client Class 2 client -
\ Class 1 client  
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Figure 5.2: Waiting times for 3 different clients wherein the system workload 
is reduced by 30% at t = 25 * 10^ seconds 
Another scenario we consider is that after the admission process, all ad-
mitted clients submit requests based on their specified maximum arrival rates. 
However, at t* = 25 x seconds, 30% the of admitted clients stop submitting 
requests to the web server. Those “active” clients still submit requests based 
on their specified maximum arrival rates. Figure 5.2 illustrates the waiting 
times of the three tagged clients from their respective classes. As we can ob-
serve, if all these three clients can mark their requests as class 1 after t*, they 
will pay a much lower usage cost and their waiting time requirements can still 
be satisfied. 
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5.3 Exper iment 3: Comparison of SBDA and 
C B D A Adapta t ion Algorithms 
5.3.1 Experiment 3.A 
We compare the performance of the SBDA and the CBDA adaptation algo-
rithms. The waiting time requirements of the clients are drawn uniformly 
from [6,20] seconds. The aggregate request rate is A^  — 1.2. After admission 
control (by either MPA or MAA), we classify clients into N = 3 classes. We 
simulate the system for 50 x lO*^  seconds. During the simulation period, ad-
mitted clients can change class by using either the SBDA or CBDA algorithms 
described in the previous chapter. The arrival rate of each client can change 
during the simulation. Specifically, within a measurement period of length T, 
each client can change its arrival rate five times — with probability of 0.8 that 
the arrival rate is equal to the maximum arrival rate, with probability of 0.1 
that the arrival rate is equal to 90% of the maximum arrival rate, and with 
probability of 0.1 that the arrival rate is equal to 80% of the maximum arrival 
rate. We consider a “tagged" client from each of the three classes and we plot 
their waiting times. Each point of the plot is the average waiting time of the 
previous 200 requests by the tagged client. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate the waiting time of the three tagged clients 
under the SBDA and CBDA adaptation algorithms. The aggregate request 
rate A^  (before admission control) is generated by a Poissoii process with rate 
Xr = 1.2. For Figure 5.3, we use MPA as the admission control algorithm 
at time t = 0. The three tagged clients have maximum average waiting time 
requirements of 12.996, 10.171, 7.404 seconds, respectively. For Figure 5.4, we 
use MAA as the admission control algorithm at time t = 0. The three tagged 
clients have maximum average waiting time requirements of 15.771, 12.988, 
8.775 seconds, respectively. From these figures, we observe that both SBDA 
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and CBDA are very effective in adapting to the workload of the server. All 
three tagged clients achieve an average waiting time less than their maximum 
average waiting time requirements. However, note that since CBDA has a 
much lower computation complexity, it is the preferred algorithm. 
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(a) SBDA: Admission control using MPA 
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(b) CBDA: Admission control using MPA 
Figure 5.4: Waiting times for three different clients under MAA admission 
control, Poissori arrival process. 
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(a) SBDA: Admission control using MAA 
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(b) CBDA: Admission control using MAA 
Figure 5.4: Waiting times for three different clients under MAA admission 
control, Poissori arrival process. 
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5.3.2 Experiment 3.B 
We consider the capability of the proposed adaptation algorithms when the 
input traffic is non-Poisson. In this experiment, the aggregate request arrival 
rate has a mean of A；. = 1.2. The traffic generation of each client is by Pareto or 
a Markov-modulated Poisson Process. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 illustrates the waiting-
time of SBDA and CBDA algorithms under Pareto, and Figure 5.7 and 5.8 
illustrates the waiting time of SBDA and CBDA algorithms under MMPP. For 
Figure 5.5 and 5.7, we use MPA as the admission control algorithm at time t = 
0. The three tagged clients have maximum average waiting time requirements 
of 12.996, 10.171, 7.404 seconds, respectively. For Figure 5.6 and 5.8, we use 
MAA as the admission control algorithm at time t — 0. The three tagged 
clients have maximum average waiting time requirements of 15.771, 12.988, 
8.775 seconds, respectively. From these figures, we observe that both the 
SBDA and CBDA can adapt to the workload and their waiting time averages 
are less than their maximum average waiting time requirements. Note that, 
since CBDA has a much lower computational complexity, we should use CBDA 
to perform end point adaptation. 
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(a) SBDA: Admission control using MPA 
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(b) CBDA: Admission control using MPA 
Figure 5.4: Waiting times for three different clients under MAA admission 
control, Poissori arrival process. 
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(a) SBDA: Admission control using MAA 
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(b) CBDA: Admission control using MAA 
Figure 5.4: Waiting times for three different clients under MAA admission 
control, Poissori arrival process. 
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(a) SBDA: Admission control using MPA 
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(b) CBDA: Admission control using MPA 
Figure 5.4: Waiting times for three different clients under MAA admission 
control, Poissori arrival process. 
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(a) SBDA: Admission control using MAA 
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(b) CBDA: Admission control using MAA 
Figure 5.4: Waiting times for three different clients under MAA admission 
control, Poissori arrival process. 
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M P A / arrival SDBA CBDA 
M A A process 
Poisson 67381411 (1.37, 1.38) 67520157 (1.39, 1.39) 
MPA Pareto 69796511 (1.35, 1.37) 69924606 (1.39，1.38) 
inmpp 67390287 (1.37, 1.37) 67669302 (1.39, 1.39) 
Poisson 61979953 (1.36, 1.38) 62119948 (1.39，1.39) 
MAA Pareto 64302708 (1.35, 1.38) 64316810 (1.38, 1.38) 
mmpp 61948317 (1.37, 1.37) 62060446 (1.39, 1.39) 
Table 5.7: SDBA vs. CBDA: aggregate utility of all transmitted packets. The 
numbers in parenthesis indicate the two achieved differentiation ratios. 
5.3.3 Experiment 3.C 
We compare the aggregate utility of all the admitted requests for the SBDA and 
CBDA adaptation algorithms. The waiting time requirements of the clients 
are drawn uniformly from [6, 20] seconds. The aggregate request rate is A” = 
1.0. The arrival process can be generated by a Poisson, Pareto, or Markov-
modulated Poisson process. The desired differentiation ratios are ri’2 = r2，3 = 
1.4. After admission control (by either MPA or MAA), we classify clients into 
TV 二 3 classes. We simulate the system for 50 x seconds. During the 
simulation period, admitted clients can change class by using either the SBDA 
or CBDA algorithms described in the previous chapter. The arrival rate of each 
client can change during the simulation. Each client has the same arrival rate 
within a measurement period of length T. At the end of each measurement 
period, each client will change the arrival rate with probability of 0.8 that 
the arrival rate is equal to the maximum arrival rate, with probability of 0.1 
that the arrival rate is equal to 90% of the maximum arrival rate, and with 
probability of 0.1 that the arrival rate is equal to 80% of the maximum arrival 
rate. 
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Table 5.7 illustrates the aggregate utility of transmitted packets under the 
SBDA arid CBDA adaptation algorithms with different arrival processes. Irre-
spective of the adaptation algorithm (MPA or MAA) and the arrival process 
(Poisson, Pareto, or MMPP), CBDA usually obtains a larger aggregate util-
ity than SDBA. The achieved differentiation ratios u^i+i are also nearer to 
the desired ratios. Once again, since the CBDA algorithm has a much lower 
computational complexity as compared to the SBDA algorithm, we should use 
CBDA for performing the end point adaptation. 
Chapter 6 
Related Work 
We briefly summarize related research. Recently, various authors have sug-
gested that it is important to consider differentiated services for web servers 
7’ 8, 9] ill order to complement the Internet differentiated services model. In 
7], the authors propose a centralized algorithm to perform server partitioning 
so as to provide differentiated services. In [8], the authors propose to use the 
shortest-connection-first algorithm. Differentiation is made for short and long 
connections. Using their algorithm, short connections have a significant per-
forinaiice gain while long connections pay relatively little penalty. In [9], the 
authors consider a server that provides prioritized service to different classes 
of users. In [10], the authors consider a web service which provides bounded 
latency for different classes of requests. In particular, the authors consider iso-
lation among service classes as well as session control to protect classes from 
performance degradation due to overload. The latency requirements and ser-
vice model considered in [10] are not PDDS but it is interesting to see how one 
can incorporate the proposed algorithms into our work. Lastly, the authors 
in [11] propose a method to select classes under PDDS so that requests can 
achieve an absolute QoS measure. The major differences between our work 
and [11] are: (1) we provide admission control so that we can guarantee the 
QoS requirements of all admitted clients, and (2) our class selection algorithms 
(MPA and MAA) have lower (polynomial time) computational complexity. 
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Conclusion 
We have considered a web server that can provide proportional-delay differen-
tiated services. The advantage of this type of service is that the operator of the 
web server can provide a fixed and pre-specified performance spacings between 
different classes of requests. Based on the performance spacings, the operator 
can legitimately charge a higher usage cost for clients in a higher service class. 
Each client has a maximum average waiting time QoS requirement. We prove 
that the general assignment problem is NP-complete. We present two effi-
cient admission control algorithms that either maximize the potential profit or 
maximize the number of admitted clients into the system. We show that these 
admission control algorithms are computationally efficient and at the same 
time, the resulting class vector is a minimum feasible admitted class vector. 
To further reduce the usage cost, we also present two end point adaptation al-
gorithms. One is server-based while the other is distributed. The distributed 
approach is based on a non-cooperative game technique. We show that the 
distributed approach has lower computational cost and can dynamically adapt 
to the server's workload. We also carry out experiments to illustrate the effec-
tiveness of these algorithms under different parameters. For example, different 
traffic generation processes (Poisson, MMPP, or Pareto), different waiting time 
ratio specifications and different utility functions. 
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Figure 1: Utility functions with different values of A. 
Appendix A 
In general, the utility function in Figure 2.2 is a non-increasing function. It has 
a maximum and a minimum value indicating the maximum and minimum util-
ity the client gets when the client receives a service of zero and infinity waiting 
time, respectively. The slope of the utility function represents the client's sen-
sitivity to the waiting time. The steeper the slope, the more sensitive it is to 
the achieved waiting time. There is an inflection point in the utility function, 
which indicates the client has a maximum average waiting time requirement. 
To have the above properties, we use an arc tangent function to represent the 
client's utility function, i.e. 
U(A,B,C,D,wt) = D X + B 
A 
where A is the client's general sensitivity to the achieved average waiting time, 
B is the average utility of the client, C is the maximum average waiting time 
requirement, D is the maximum increase of the client's utility, and wt is the 
achieved waiting time of the client. 
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Figure 2: Utility functions with different values of B. 
Utility templates Ul, U2, and U3 have the same B, C and D parameter 
values. Parameter B is set to be half the value of D, so that a client always 
gets a iion-iiegative utility. Parameter C is a random variable within the range 
of waiting time requirements as stated in the experiments. Parameter D is a 
random variable uniformly distributed in [2，3]. Parameter A is a, random 
variable in [0.1,0.3], [0.2,0.6], and [0.4,1.2] for templates Ul, U2, and U3, 
respectively. The different values of parameter A for Ul, U2, and U3 test 
the effect of the clients' sensitivity to the waiting time requirement on system 
efficacy. Utility template U4 is nearly the same as Ul. The only difference is 
ill parameter D, which is in [2,3] for Ul and in [1,3] for U4. This is to test 
the effect of maximum increase of clients' utility on system efficacy. 
Figure 1 illustrates the effect of value A on the utility. When A increases, 
the sensitivity of the client to the waiting time decreases. Figure 2 illustrates 
the effect of value B on the utility. When B increases, the average utility of 
the client increases given same delay. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of value C 
oil the utility. When C increases, the delay requirement of the client increases. 
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Figure 3: Utility functions with different values of C. 
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of value D on the utility. When D increases, the 
i T i a x i m i i r n increase of utility of the client increases. 
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Figure 4: Utility functions with different values of D. 
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